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Abstract
In this paper, we will report on our experience in building / in implementing Information Technology (IT) in the Indonesian higher education institutions. Some of these technologies have been proven to be a challenge for the Indonesian policy / regulatory makers, such as, WaveLAN 2Mbps links, Packet Radio Technology, Internet Technology in general. Institute of Technology Bandung (ITB) operates the Indonesian major gateway for Indonesian Education Internet at an aggregate speed of 3.5Mbps. Additional bandwidth will be added. Satellite technology is used as our major regional network technology as it is more reliable than current Telecom terrestrial services. A glimpse of our experience in building / implementing IT in education will be reported, which include distance learning program, largest server for Indonesian mailing lists, video broadcasting & conferencing. Strategies in implementing an Academic Information Infrastructure (AII) in Indonesia will be reviewed, which include the vision, architecture, as well as some tactical aspects.

A glimpse on our experience.
In this section, we will briefly describe our experience in implementing Information Technology (IT) & Internet in education. These experiences can be summarized as follows:

§	A test bed for distance course over Internet.
§	Information based university.
§	A continuing effort in building an Academic Information Infrastructure (AII). This approach is currently involving many research activities.
§	A continuing effort in building information society in Indonesia.

Most of this information can be downloaded from:

http://ai3.itb.ac.id/
http://xxx.itb.ac.id/~yc1dav/
http://xxx.itb.ac.id/~cnrg/
http://xxx.itb.ac.id/~adnan/
http://distance-courses.itb.ac.id/
http://virtual-university.itb.ac.id/
http://netmon.itb.ac.id/
http://nic.itb.ac.id/

Philosophy behind the effort.
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The aim is fairly simple. We would like to have ITB & other major Indonesian universities as the information hub between Global & Asia Pacific Communities, Industries / Commercial sectors & Remote Learning. The whole system should be able to run on self-financing & self-sustaining basis. It is shown in the above figure the approach. Directions of arrows indicate the direction of flow of information.

The physical configuration to aim for such objective has been implemented at ITB. In the next figure is shown the current network topology, which aim directly towards such objectives. A 1.5 Mbps connection to Internet has been installed to reach global community, with additional 2 Mbps to Indonesia Internet Exchange (IIX) to reach Indonesian commercial & industries. Many Indonesian education networks has been connected into our hub to reach the other networks.

A continuing effort to build the Indonesian Information Society
There is a strong need to build the Indonesian Information Society; two major activities have been performed to aim for these objectives, namely:

§	Connecting Indonesian Academic Institutions to Internet.
§	Facilitate virtual meeting platform for Indonesian Information Society.

Connecting Indonesian Academic Institutions to Internet.
All of the Internet activities of ITB is not at all possible if we are not involve in the major movement in building a Asia-Pacific Education & Research Network part of Asia Internet Interconnection Initiatives (AI3) (http://www.ai3.net/) activities to test a Asia Pacific Information Infrastructure (APII) (http://hite.etri.re.kr/~apii/apii.html) at a speed of 2 Mbps. Ku-Band ground station is installed at ITB in September 1996 to catch the JCSat-3 to reach WIDE Network in Japan. The topology of most Indonesian University connected to Internet is shown in the figure below.
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Topology to integrate all Indonesian Universities to Internet
Note the 2 Mbps CDMA connection to regional VSAT station, using wireless 2 Mbps CDMA - we are proposing the building of low cost 2 Mbps MAN to share the cost of regional VSAT network. Asia Internet Interconnection Initiatives (AI3) network topology is shown in the following Figure.
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AI3 Network Topology
<http://hayate.sist-nara.ac.jp/research/ai3/inet96/inet96.html>

A total of more than 25+ educational institutions are connected to Internet via our AI3/ITB facility. It clearly shows strong commitment of ITB community in building the Academic Information Infrastructure. A complete list of educational institutions connected to Internet is listed in Appendix II or an update of it can be downloaded from http://ai3.itb.ac.id/

Mailing Lists to support Indonesian Information Society.
To increase ITB’s outbound traffic, we are setting up the major Indonesian Internet mailing list server. Using this mailing list service, we hope to be able to build the Indonesian information community in the cyberspace. Starting with one Pentium 32Mbyte in around February 1997, we are now running the system using two Pentium 64Mbyte in parallel to serve the community. The setup of the system is as follows:

A total of 150+ mailing lists is hosted at ITB with a total of 15.000+ subscribers. It serves more than 75% of all Indonesian mailing lists in Internet. It can be checked through majordomo@itb.ac.id. 

A test bed for distance course over Internet
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Engl210e: Technical Writing Course
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Engl210e: Technical Writing Course is a good example of English course over Internet. Prof. Paul Beam currently offers it at University of Waterloo, Canada via Internet for distance learners at (http://itrc.uwaterloo.ca/engl210e/). A collaboration between Prof. Paul Beam and us (Language Center and AI3 Team) at ITB is currently underway to see the possibility in providing the course for Indonesian students in Indonesia over Internet. A mirror of the Web is shown in the figure is actually accessible via Internet at:

http://virtual-university.itb.ac.id/
http://distance-courses.itb.ac.id/

A typical overview of the course is shown in the above figure. A Window based PC equipped with mouse and Internet access is suitable to perform the operation. Shown in the above figure is the main component of the course supporting system, such as:

Information Desk: Information on the course.
Help Desk: Student can easily reach the teaching assistance over this facility.
Assignment: Detailed of the assignment for the course.
Assignment Submission Room: Student can submit their work on-line & update the Web on the fly.
Instructor’s Comments: Comment on student’s work.
Bulletin Board: Announcement related to the course.
Conference Room: Webchat and newsgroup are used as the main vehicle to perform the on-line conference. Organizing invited speakers in regular bases would be the task of the course leader.
Book Case: Unlike other conventional courses - some of the references needed for the course is actually on-line.
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Unlike other conventional course, Engl210e Technical Writting Course is providing their references on line over Internet. Shown in the figure is the entry point to the on-line reference on the Web. All the students have to do is “clicking” a particular “book” their are interested in reading. Some of the materials actually a database server on Internet. Thus, the technology will make the   life of cyber students a bit easier and make learning process a bit fun to do.
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Another major benefit of information technology is the ability to do things more interactive. Mutual / rapid two-way discussion would be the key in the success of distance learning over Internet (or any Information Technology for that matter). Unfortunately, with the current status of telecommunication infrastructure it would be difficult to deploy video / graphics information over our network. The easiest way to perform the interaction is via text based conferencing system. In this project, a text based conferencing system & newsgroup is used as shown in the figure.

Some of the benefits in doing the on-line English learning are:

§	Indonesian students can interact directly with other students at a distance from Indonesia who usually a “native writers”.
§	Indonesian teachers could do the same.
§	There should be no more difficulties in finding references / books.
§	The needed equipment is fairly simple & based on Window-based PC and widely available Internet accesses.

Information Based University
Several efforts have been performed to move Institute of Technology Bandung (ITB) towards information based university. Some of the efforts are:

§	ITB’s Web site.
§	Online Library.
§	Mailing Lists.
§	ITB’s Campus Backbone is being build over thick Ethernet & fiber optics.

ITB’s Web site.
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Web site of ITB has been build for the last one year. It is located at:

http://www.itb.ac.id/
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As shown in the figure is the front page of the ITB’s web site. It contains many information related to ITB as science & engineering education & research institute in Indonesia. We are welcome those who wish to browse ITB’s web site. Some of the major information provided on the Web, such as:

§	Academic activities within ITB.
§	Profile of various research centers, research activities as well as researchers.
§	Many educational resources.
§	On-line Library.

On-line Library.
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ITB’s main library has been progressively developed into information based library. ITB’s library has been moved from the conventional into information technology based library. Some of the key features implemented in the library are:

§	Public computer / Internet access for students & staff of ITB.
§	Online Catalog & search facilities via Web.

Effort is currently underway to integrate CDS/ISIS databases into Web-Internet based thus, people at various libraries could search remote catalogue on line.

A continuing effort to build the Indonesian Academic Information Infrastructure (AII).

In this section, we will describe:

§	Indonesia Internet Topology & development.
§	Indonesia Education Network & the role of AI3 in helping this networks to grow & move towards its maturity.
§	Brief results in the research activities in physical layer.
§	Brief results in the research activities in network layer.
§	Brief results in the research activities in application layer.

Indonesia Internet
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In the right figure, we show the current Internet network topology in Indonesia as of June 1997. most of the information can be downloaded from http://xxx.itb.ac.id/~yc1dav/.  Major features of the current Indonesian network topology are:

§	The total Indonesian speed to Internet is currently approx. 5.5 Mbps (much reduced since early 1997).
§	A total of 40 ISP has received their licensed from the ministry of post & telecommunication.
§	Most of the ISPs are connected to three major Internet Exchange (IX) run by the three major Indonesian telecommunication carrier, namely, PT. Indosat, PT. Satelindo & PT. Telekomunikasi Indonesia. Unfortunately, no AS number assigned & BGP capability is used among these IX. Thus, a transfer of knowledge on how to do IX properly is currently being transferred to these IX / ISP.
§	ITB is currently the major Indonesian gateway & ISP for education & research institutions - those Indonesian educational institutions that have Internet connection more than half of it are connected via ITB as their Internet gateway. It shown in the Appendix II.
§	ITB has been leading the major effort in building cyber community in Indonesia. The largest mailing lists server has been installed at ITB. It is currently has been severed by a dual server running in parallel to give a better performance in serving the community.

ITB Network Operation Center (NOC)
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The Network Operating Center (NOC) at Institute of Technology Bandung (ITB) has evolved from a simple NOC consisted of a link to AI3 Gateway at Nara and a Router to Campus Network at ITB is now evolved into a complex NOC which summarized as follows:

§	Ku-Band connection via JCSat-3 to Japan at 1.455Mbps.
§	2 Mbps CDMA Connection at 915 MHz to RadNet one of the largest Indonesian ISP is in operation & enable ITB to reach Indonesia Internet Exchange (IIX) in Jakarta.
§	4 Mbps microwave link to Jakarta is under testing.
§	128 Kbps terrestrial link to Surabaya.
§	128 Kbps terrestrial link to Malang.
§	2 Mbps CDMA Metropolitan Area Network (MAN) to connect major Indonesian universities in Bandung Area.
§	1200bps packet radio MAN for low cost access to Internet.

Several research activities has been developed to support such network as it is for the first time for an Indonesian to deploy an Internet that covers a  Wide Area Network and using a very diverse telecommunication infrastructure. The research results on various networking layers will be reported in the following sections.

Research Results in Physical Layer
In physical layer, we do several research activities, namely:

§	Homebrew 2Mbps CDMA network.
§	Experiment / comparison between VSAT TDMA & SCPC Network.
§	Low cost Internet accesses for schools.

Use of WaveLAN 2Mbps CDMA for Metropolitan Area Networking (MAN).
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As part of our effort to do high speed networking at low cost, we purchase some of the WaveLAN produced by Lucent Technologies (check out - Lucent Technologies, “WaveLAN ISA Card User’s Guide” Lucent Technologies Bell Labs innovations). In the figure, we show the typical WaveLAN equipment. Some of WaveLAN manufacturers are:

Aironet  “http://www.teleport.com/~nts/aironet/airotop.html”
Cylink Corporation “http://www.cylink.com/radio.html" 
Karlnet, Inc “http://www.karlnet.com/wireless.html" 
Lucent Technologies “http://wavelan.netland.nl/" 
Solectek Corporation "http://www.solectek.com/" 

It is basically a Code Division Multiple Access (CDMA) board running at 2Mbps in 915 MHz ISM-band.

In our homebrew WaveLAN experiment, the ISA WaveLAN Card is put into a 486 motherboard, an additional Ethernet card is used on the board to set the board as a router in the network. A homebrew loop yagi antenna at 915 Mhz is connected directly to the output of the WaveLAN card. We managed to link sites at approx. 15 km apart using the plain WaveLAN card at 250 mW @ 915 Mhz. Those who wish to connect longer distances could add a power amplifier to it.

A Metropolitan Area Network (MAN) 2Mbps has been established at our city using this technology. Both UNIX (Linux & FreeBSD) as well as KA9Q NOS variant has been used as the software to drive the router. We found UNIX will perform better in most cases, however, it requires more computing resources, e.g., memory & disk, than NOS.

Some of the consequences of having CDMA 2Mbps Metropolitan Area Network (MAN) within our cities observed in the last couple of month are we promote an alternative to build high speed MAN within Indonesian cities needed to inject the necessary traffic into our Internet gateway. Our Telecom company in Indonesia is currently having a limited number of N-ISDN lines throughout Indonesia (in the range of 300 lines). Thus, a wireless high speed MAN would be an attractive solution to the need of deployment of high speed MAN.

GMSK 64Kbps packet radio systems.
To support our aim to develop low cost computer networking infrastructure, especially in rural area, we are currently developing a very low cost medium speed networking  packet radio system. This system is basically the same as G3RUH 9.6 Kbps packet radio. However,  instead  of creating modulator & demodulator from scratch, we use a single chip modem GMSK MX 589 from MX-COM (http://www.mxcom.com) and put our effort in developing a simple & low cost , wideband FM radio. This project is spearheaded by Adnan Basalamah (adnan@itb.ac.id)

This Wideband FM radio consists of Four part:  Reactance modulator FM Transmitter, Single chip Power Amplifier, a Quadrature FM Demodulator & Signal Source to drive the first down converter/mixer of this Demodulator.
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Not like other Radio Modem which use TNC or Serial  Communication Controller card for interfacing with PC, our modem used LPT port for Interfacing. The Device Driver for this modem is a modified Boycott Device driver, which can be found at many Linux operating system Kernel. AX.25 link layer protocol will be used in this project while TCP/IP will run on top of it.

Low Cost Internet Access for Schools
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Low cost access for schools to Internet would be of interest to open the information access for Indonesian future generation. A conventional Telecom leased lines would be out of questions for most of Indonesian schools as it would cost a fortune for most of them.

We are currently building a model for low cost Internet access for Indonesian schools. The typical setup of such system is shown in the above figure. Some of the main features of the model can be described as follows:

Low speed (1200bps) & low cost packet access (can be less then US$300 / gateway) is used for transmitting the Internet E-mail. Most of the software required for it can be obtained from Internet, such as, ftp://ftp.ucsd.edu/ or http://www.lp.itb.ac.id/~yc1dav/. Having a 24 hours packet radio access enable us to off load the need of costly leased line into the schools.

Proxy & dial-on-demand router is used to accommodate the need for browsing the Internet if needed & if local phone lines dial up access are available. Proxy server software can be downloaded from Internet.

Comparison between VSAT TDMA vs. SCPC
We have been using VSAT TDMA 128Kbps outbound / 64Kbps inbound shared for linking several Indonesian universities to Internet. We found TDMA 30% link efficiency is very limited for Web access from various universities. We have tried to tune inbound packet length from 256byte to 40byte doesn’t help in increasing the throughput of our satellite link for Web traffic.

We are now migrating our setup from VSAT TDMA to VSAT SCPC starting from 19.2Kbps to higher speed, such as, 64Kbps.

Research Results in Network Layer
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Major portion of research results on network management was performed by ismail@cnrg.itb.ac.id and can be seen on http://netmon.itb.ac.id/, which consists of:

§	Network Map
§	Sample of traffic by protocol, port, etc.
§	Graph of Total Traffic

We use Scotty http://wwwsnmp.cs.utwente.nl/~schoenw/scotty/, which uses high level and string-based API based on Tool Command Language http://www.sunlabs.com:80/research/tcl/. Scotty consists of two major component, namely,

Tnm Tcl Extension to access network information.
Tkined - frame work for network management.

Most of the needed information can be downloaded from:
ftp://ftp.ibr.cs.tu-bs.de/pub/local; Scotty/ Tkined
ftp://netmon.itb.ac.id/pub/netmanag/scotty-tcl/; Tcl script for Scotty management tool.
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ftp://netmon.itb.ac.id/pub/paper/; Network management paper.
http://wwwsnmp.cs.utwente.nl/software/,  list of software on network management
http://wwwsnmp.cs.utwente.nl/~schoenw/scotty/, main page of Scotty.
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Shown in the figure above is the map in X-Windows of major Indonesian education network connected to AI3 gateway. The same map can be seen on the Web at http://netmon.itb.ac.id/map.html. Thus all network operator can easily access & seen the network condition. 

Based on tcpdump software available in Internet we have developed an simple processing software to see the dominant traffic on our network. It appears that web cache is the dominant traffic within the Indonesian AI3 network.

Logging our traffic weekly shows that Wednesday is the highest traffic, while for E-mail the peak traffic occurs normally in the morning and in the afternoon after 4 o’clock & Web peak occurs around lunch time.
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Multi RouterTrafficGrapher (MRTG) is a program for Internet traffic visualization written by Tobias Oetiker <oetiker@ee.ethz.ch>. It logs the Internet traffic and converted into HTML format. It has been used & modified for our purposes by one of the member at CNRG (husni@itb.ac.id) Shown above is the traffic of our mail gateway to Internet called gerbang.itb.ac.id dated 4 December 1997. Shown In the figure, we use up quite a lot of our Internet capacity. Interestingly, we are not only consuming information but also producing information as shown in the blue lines. Our MRTG Web is located at:

http://nic.itb.ac.id/
http://xxx.itb.ac.id/~admin/mrtgku/


To do this, we need to get some of the software from:

§	PERL version 5.002 or above, check http://www.perl.com/perl/info/software.html. 
§	Some UNIX version such as FreeBSD has included Perl in their distribution.
§	MRTG 2.0  can be downloaded from http://www.ee.ethz.ch/~oetiker/webtools/mrtg.
§	GD1.2 the graphics library to convert MRTG into GIF can be downloaded from http://www.boutell.com/gd/

Research Results in Application Layer
Some of the activities in the application layer can be listed as follows:

§	Homepage for network beginners.
§	cache & cache monitoring.
§	MPEG-3 test bed.
§	Java test bed.
§	Video Broadcasting over Internet.

Video Broadcasting over Internet
Video broadcasting technology is one of the emerging Internet Technology. Currently there are two major technologies being evolved in Internet, namely:

§	Progressive Network (Real Publisher)
§	Microsoft (NetShow)
The Computer Network Research Group (CNRG) at Institute of Technology Bandung has been transmitting video broadcasting via Internet since December 1997. Both technology is being used & tested. URL to reach the real publisher can be found at: http//www.itb.ac.id/ Shown in the figure is a captured during the Institute of Technology Bandung Alumni Congress in Bandung (2-7 December 1997) – shown in the picture is Dr. Syahrir one of the Indonesian Economics Expert giving his talk during the occasion. Internet Relay Chat (IRC) is being used to reach the presenter on the stage live from Internet.

Java Test Bed
Several parties seem to be trying to make Java a favorite programming language for various Web application. Sun Microsystems, Intel & Microsoft are trying to dominate the Java development in the market as both has contacted us to disseminate the tools among our students. Some  of the public domain tools & documentation have been provided. No machine is dedicated as yet to be used. It is our aim in Indonesia to make these tools available for AI3 users.

Homepage for Network Beginner
To support technical / engineering information on Internet technology, we have developed a preliminary resource homepage on Internet technology at:
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http://www.lp.itb.ac.id/~yc1dav/beginner/

Materials deposited on this homepage are mainly on:

§	Satellite Technology.
§	Packet Radio Technology.
§	Tools to integrate Novell to Internet.

We have also deposited some materials on our majordomo server so that users with no full Internet access can download the information via E-mail.

Cache
We cache most of our Web traffic to Internet. Several parents are being used, such as, cache in Nara, cache in nlanr. Squid is used as our cache software and can be downloaded from:

	ftp://squid.nlanr.net/pub/squid-1/
 
or latest version. ITB has set up several parents, namely,

ns1.itb.ac.id
cache-ien.itb.ac.id
ns2.itb.ac.id
cache.lib.itb.ac.id

The person in charge on our cache is husni@itb.ac.id or cnrg@itb.ac.id. most of our cache consists of:

Pentium 133 (or better)
RAM 32Mbyte (or higher)
SCSI disk 1.7Gbyte (cache needs lot of disk space).

Collaboration with local Indonesian ISP is currently being pursued to set a sibling to their cache server.
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In the next figures, we show the result of our monitoring of the cache system. It can be seen at:

http://www.lp.itb.ac.id/~cachers/

Shown in the figure, the total request on one of our main cache is approx. 60.000 hit / day. Most of the hit occurs during mid day.
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Summary of method usage can be seen in the figure above. As shown ICP_QUERY is dominating the request via UDP. TCP GET is dominating the traffic through our cache server.
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The summary of protocol usage through our cache server is shown in the above figure. It shows clearly that http is the major protocol used through the cache. Although, FTP generate significantly less count - it generates more Mbytes / count as compared to other method.
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Summary of server usage can also be seen at http://www.lp.itb.ac.id/~cachers/. It shows the dominant Web server access by the users. A social scientist would be of interest to see the user characteristics.





